Open House Questionnaire: Please show us on this map where you consider to be the boundaries of your “community.” Individual boundaries mapped out in solid lines, each colour represents an individual response.

Internet Question: Could you please describe in words, what the boundaries or extents of your “community” would be? (mapped in dashed lines, according to text as much as possible)

Text Responses:
• Nile Creek to Jamieson Road (mapped)
• I see Deep Bay and Bowser forming one Village Node from Nile Creek to Cook Creek (mapped)
• Jamieson Road to Cook Creek Road (mapped)
• East, West, North and South of Gainsburg RD from the Ocean to Hwy 19A (too general to map)
• “this area (Dunsmuir) has no identity at present. There is no sense of belonging to a “community”…” (no area defined for this response)